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ABSTRACT
Modern storage systems utilize Non-Volatile Memories (NVMs) to reduce the performance and
density gap between memory and storage. NVMs are a broad class of storage technologies, including
flash-based SSDs, Phase Change Memory (PCM), Spin-Transfer-Torque Random Access-Memory
(STTRAM). These devices offer low latency, fast I/Os, persistent writes, and large storage capacity
compared to volatile DRAM. However, researchers are still working on the possibility of building
systems that can leverage these NVMs to deliver low latency and high throughput to applications.
Conventional systems were designed to persist data on hard drives, which has higher latency than
NVM devices. Hence, in this work, we intend to explore opportunities to improve performance and
reliability in the NVM based systems.
One class of NVM devices that are placed on the memory bus is Persistent Memory (PM). Examples
of PM technologies include 3D XPoint, NVDIMMs. Applications need to be modified to use the
PM devices, which requires a lot of human effort and could lead to programming errors. Hence,
reliability is also necessary to build systems to utilize the PM. Additionally, as persisted data is
expected to be recoverable systems in case of a crash, PM applications are responsible for providing
that reliability support at the application level instead of relying on the file system.
In this work, we evaluate the performance of popular key-value store RocksDB that is optimized
for flash storage and also the reliability guarantees provided by recent works, which provides the
testing framework for determining crash-consistency bugs in PM systems. Based on this analysis,
we also present some opportunities to optimize performance and reliability in NVM systems.
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CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW
In this chapter, we will briefly introduce our project, the Motivation behind it, and our
research goals. Finally, we will summarise the structure of this report.
1.1 Introduction
Modern applications such as Facebook, Linked In, etc., use key-value stores like RocksDB
[24][13]and LevelDB [7] as a storage engine for data management or as a back-end for stateful
services [15]. Examples of services where RocksDB is used as a back-end by Facebook include
MyRocks [33], MongoRocks [9]. These key-value stores are highly dependent on DRAM to deliver
desired performance, even when using flash for data storage. Since DRAM is considered 1000x
faster than flash [25], the above systems can cache hot indices and objects on DRAM. Facebook is
extensively using MySQL database in their data center environments, and they implemented
MyRocks that uses RocksDB as back-end storage engine. MyRocks utilizes a large amount of
DRAM to deliver high throughput and low latency to the applications. Therefore, exploiting
non-volatile memories (NVMs) in hybrid systems is widely considered a promising mechanism to
deliver performance to applications.
A high-performance NVM that is places on memory bus and accessible with
byte-addressability via a load/store interface is known as Persistent Memory (PM) [31][18]. PM
allows the software to bypass OS indirections and not impacted by the possible latencies
associated with page caching. Hence, it can directly update persistent data in memory and lead
to better performance than traditional systems. However, it brings the challenge of providing
reliability support which was handled by file system in conventional systems.The data on PM
should be recoverable in case of crash. Now, PM systems need to provide the crash-consistency
support at the application level only. Ensuring crash-consistency generally have two requirements:
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Durability and Ordering. Durability requires that write should become persistent in PM and
ordering means that one write becomes persistent before another. To provide these
crash-consistency guarantees in PM systems, Intel introduced two new instructions in x86
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA); clwb and sfence. Also, transactional libraries(e.g., Intel’s
PMDK [11]) using these low-level instructions were built for applications to manage data on
persistent memory.
However, even with the help of transactional libraries, developers need to understand the
specifications of crash-consistency guarantees provided by these libraries. Hence, it is hard for
developers to identify, whether crash-consistency algorithm is correctly implemented or not. To
overcome this problem, testing frameworks [31][30] are developed to evaluate the
crash-consistency guarantees in software developed for PM including Intel’s PMDK. These
frameworks still require lot of manual effort in annotating the source code and generating the test
suites, so we would like to explore potential improvements or optimal methodology to evaluate
the crash-consistency guarantees to improve the reliability support in PM systems.
1.2 Motivation
Popular flash-based key-value stores consume a large amount of DRAM to provide
high-performance database operations. For example, MyRocks [10], which is built on top of
RocksDB, is a MySQL database in Facebook and primarily used for data center environments
[25]. It [10] uses 96GB of DRAM with flash as persistent storage to provide high throughput and
low latency to applications. Other key-value stores such as Memcached [34], Tao[20] are also
highly dependent on DRAM. However, accommodating large DRAM for those databases can be
challenging because DRAM can be expensive for data center providers, primarily due to an
increase in DRAM costs due to limited supply globally. Additionally, increasing DRAM only
would not necessarily improve the performance of NVM systems. The factors such as cell sizes,
power consumption, and DIMM slot availability prevent system performance from being further
improved via increasing DRAM size [19][25]. Therefore, in this work we explore the opportunities
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to optimize the performance of popularly used embedded key-value store RocksDB using the
current and emerging NVMs.
In addition to performance, NVM systems based specifically on persistent memory (PM) also
need to provide reliability support at the application level that was traditionally the file system’s
responsibility. In general, reliability is defined by crash-consistency guarantees in PM systems.
Recent works such as PMTest [31], XFDetector [30], developed state of the art testing frameworks
to evaluate the crash-consistency guarantees in the software developed for the popular PM
systems. These works detected bugs in software developed by expert programmers, including an
optimized file system (PMFS) and PM systems based on transactional library PMDK[11]. They
were also able to detect bugs in real-world applications such as Redis [28], Memcached. In this
work, we explore the tool XFDetector that can identify crash-consistency due to cross-failure
interactions.
1.3 Research Goals
In our research work, we aimed at accomplishing following goals:
G1: Exploring Opportunities for Performance Optimization of NVM systems:
By performing an analysis of existing NVM systems, we intend to explore the opportunities to
optimize or develop systems that can deliver high performance to applications.
G2: Exploring Opportunities for Reliability Optimization in Persistent Memory
applications:
We also intend to explore opportunities for reliability optimization in PM systems after
evaluating the support by the existing works that provide a testing framework to evaluate the
crash-consistency guarantees in PM applications.
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CHAPTER 2. Performance Optimization Opportunities in Non-Volatile
Memory Systems
This chapter contains five sections. The First section focuses on background knowledge and
earlier works on performance optimization in RocksDB with non-volatile memories. The second
section presents our analysis methods for performance analysis in RocksDB. Later, we will also
discuss our experimental results and performance optimization opportunities in RocksDB with
emerging Non-volatile memories.
2.1 Literature Review
This section will discuss the background on the key-value store RocksDB [24][13], which is
based on the Log-Structured Merge (LSM) tree [35] data structure. It also discusses the related
work done for the performance optimization in RocksDB with non-volatile memory (NVM)
technologies.
2.1.1 RocksDB
RocksDB is an embedded key-value store developed at Facebook and used as a back-end
storage engine by external applications such as Linked In, Microsoft, etc. It is built on top of
LevelDB [7] to scale it on servers with multiple cores to use fast storage, and it is written mostly
in C++. RocksDB has more features than LevelDB and thus provides a significant performance
improvement over it. Some of the features include bloom filters, block cache, tunability, etc. It
has both memory and storage components that are described below:
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1. Memory components
These components provide fast access to user queries because they keep their data in
memory.
(a) MemTable: It is a skiplist data structure that can temporarily host incoming writes.
New writes inserts data to MemTable, and reads are first queried from MemTable
before reading from data files on persistent storage because data in MemTable is
newer. After a specific predetermined threshold size, this MemTable becomes
immutable and replaced by a new one.
(b) Block Cache: RocksDB caches uncompressed data blocks in Block cache for fast
lookups. In RocksDB’s optimization of the LSM tree, recently accessed data blocks of
SST files are stored in block cache, so access to recently fetched data need not result in
I/O operations. Users can pass in a Cache object to a RocksDB instance of the block
cache’s desired capacity size. It allows users to control the block cache size as the cache
object can be shared by multiple RocksDB instances [3].
2. Storage Components:
(a) Write Ahead Log(WAL): This is the transaction log in RocksDB for recovery
purposes. Every incoming write in RocksDB is first written to WAL and then flushed
synchronously to persistent storage such as a disk. WAL is used to recover the data in
the MemTable in case of failure. This way, the database RocksDB can restore the
database to the original state.
(b) Sorted Sequence Tables (SST) files: These are the data files on persistent storage
stored in levels of increasing size.
• Why RocksDB?: We looked into a few other key-value stores and in-memory databases
initially in our research, but we planned to explore RocksDB in detail for a few reasons.
Firstly, applications in general use remote procedure calls to access their data over a
network, introducing high latency. Since RocksDB is optimized for flash storage,
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applications can maintain their data directly on flash instead of accessing data over the
network. Secondly, RocksDB is quite flexible as it allows the tuning of different parameters
to manage its resource consumption and optimize it for performance.
• RocksDB Architecture: RocksDB is based on the Log-structured merge tree (LSM),
which has been widely adopted in storage layers of modern NoSQL systems, including
Cassandra [1], LevelDB [7], RocksDB. Unlike traditional index structures like B+ tree that
apply in-place updates, LSM tree buffer writes in memory, merge them and flush them to
disk. Whenever a request for write is sent to the LSM tree, it is added to MemTable, an
in-memory write buffer implemented as a skip-list data structure with time complexity of
O(logn) inserts and searches. Before writing to MemTable, the data is first appended to a
write-ahead log (WAL) for recovery. When the MemTable reaches a predetermined size,
then the current WAL and MemTable become immutable, and a new WAL and MemTable
are allocated for subsequent writes. The MemTable contents are flushed to the ”Sorted
Sequence Table (SST) data file on a persistent storage medium, and upon completion, the
WAL and MemTable containing the data just flushed are discarded. This design brings
several advantages like superior write performance, effective space utilization, and new
writes that can be processed concurrently to an older MemTable’s flushing. On top of that,
write throughput for flash storage is order-of-magnitude higher than alternatives, and
optimizations have been done to RocksDB to exploit such storage mediums even better.
These advantages have enabled LSM trees to serve a large variety of workloads. As reported
by Facebook, RocksDB is used a storage engine for the applications such as real-time
processing [22], graph processing [2], and Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) workloads
[10].
7
Figure 2.1 RocksDB Architecture [14]
• Compaction Mechanism in LSM Tree: SST files in the LSM tree are immutable, so we
cannot directly update a key-value pair and pose a potential storage problem. If one has to
store all the old data, the LSM tree handles this issue by doing compactions.
As mentioned above, the contents of MemTable are flushed to the SST data file. In each of
the SST files, sorted data is stored in unaligned 16KB blocks (when uncompressed). Each
SST also has an index block for binary search with one key per SST block. These SST files
are organized into a sequence of exponentially increasing size levels, where each level can
have multiple SST files, as shown in Fig.2.1. Level-0 is treated differently because SST files
in that level probably have overlapping key ranges while SST files in higher-level have
non-overlapping key ranges. After the number of files in Level-0 exceeds a predetermined
threshold the level-0 SST files are merged with level-1 SST files with overlapping key ranges.
This merging process is known as compaction because it generates new SST files with
overwritten keys, and deleted keys will be removed from output files. If the write rate to the
database is high, more resources would be required for computation because the LSM tree
would be in good shape and remain stable only if compaction can keep up with new writes
to the database.
8
Figure 2.2 Format of Sorted Sequence Table [25]
Leveled Compaction: The default Compaction strategy in RocksDB is leveled
compaction. Leveled compaction organizes the files on multiple levels, usually with
increasing sizes. This process ensures that at any given time, each SST files in a level will
contain at most one entry for any given key and snapshot. The I/O that occurs during
compaction is efficient as it only involved bulk reads and writes of entire files [24].
Figure 2.3 Leveled Compaction [4]
For the read request, key lookup occurs at the successive level until the key is found, or it is
found that the key is not present in even the last level [33]. The search begins with
MemTables, followed by level-0 SST files and then the SST files in successive levels. As
these SST files are sorted, the whole binary search is used at each level, and this maximizes
the read performance in RocksDB but at the cost of write amplification. The First search
locates the target SST using the metadata in the manifest file, then the second search
locates the target data block with the SST using the index block, and the final search looks
for the key within the data block. Bloom filters are kept in each SST file and used to
eliminate unnecessary search within an SST file.
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2.1.2 Non-volatile Memory
Non-volatile Memory (NVM) is persistent storage technology with the potential of replacing
DRAM in both a data center and consumer use cases[13]. NVM is available in two form factors:
DIMM form factor, which is byte-addressable, and as a PCIe or SATA block interface access
through block device. A byte-addressable NVM is also known as Non-volatile main memory
(NVMM) or Persistent memory (PM). Examples of such persistent memories are 3D XPoint
[5][6], NVDIMMs, etc. that offer high density than DRAM with comparable latency and
bandwidth. Bypassing the storage stack and directly accessing NVMM is essential for leveraging
the performance benefits.
2.1.3 Related work
Several projects optimized RocksDB or state of the art LSM tree applicable to RocksDB using
emerging NVMs. NoveLSM [27] proposes an immutable MemTable on PM between DRAM and
disk component. Also, there is a mutable MemTable to directly update data in PM and used
along with DRAM MemTable to reduce stalls due to compaction. In another recent work,
MatrixKV [36] proposes a matrix container to manage level L0 of the LSM tree. It increases each
level’s width in the LSM and reducing the number of levels in LSM tree. These design choices
reduce write stalls and write amplification in RocksDB’s LSM tree.
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2.2 Methodology
This section will discuss our methodologies for analyzing the performance of popular KV store
RocksDB, as it intends to utilize the fast DRAM and persistent SSDs to provide
high-performance database accesses. It also includes the methods for analyzing the reliability of
persistent memory applications using the cross failure bug detection mechanism.
2.2.1 Tracking Memory Usage of RocksDB
• Purpose: As mentioned earlier, applications that serve requests from memory have high
memory requirements to provide desired performance. As Non-volatile memory (NVM) such
as Intel Optane DC persistent memory [6] provides slower denser DRAM, we want to
generate use cases with RocksDB that requires large DRAM to deliver high performance to
applications. Hence, here we tried to exploit the memory usage in RocksDB while
benchmarking it with YCSB [23][17].
• Memory Components in RocksDB: There are a few components in RocksDB that
contribute to memory consumption. These are Block Cache, MemTables, Indexes, and
bloom filters, and blocks pinned by iterators. In our methodology, we focus on tuning
MemTables and block cache only as in initial observation and study; we find that these are
significant contributors to memory usage in RocksDB. Three parameters can be configured
to control memory usage in RocksDB. Except for block cache size, the other two parameters
can be directly tuned from the RocksDB’s Options file A.3:
1. Size for a MemTable in RocksDB can be changed by the write buffer size.
2. Size of Block cache can be changed by block cache size.
3. The parameter that decides the maximum number of MemTables held in memory
before RocksDB would flush them to the local disk as SST files is
max write buffer number.
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• Tuning MemTable size As we explained in the previous chapter that in RocksDB, write
is written into the memory buffer called MemTable. In this method, we started with the
default configuration of RocksDB, where the size of the MemTable is 128MB. As RocksDB
supports tuning of several of its parameters, we tune the MemTable size in our experiments
of benchmarking YCSB with RocksDB.
Here, we kept on increasing the size of MemTable because we want to track the memory
requirements in RocksDB and analyze the impact on RocksDB’s performance with
increasing memory usage.
• Tuning Block Cache size: In a default configuration, RocksDB will use LRU-based block
cache implementation with capacity of 8MB. To set a customized block cache, we modify
the source code A.1 of RocksDB’s client for YCSB, where we called the NewLRUCache()
method to create a cache object and set it to block-based table options. After modifying the
code in RocksDBClient.java, YCSB has to be compiled again. The following code snippet
shows the changes performed for configuring the block cache. After configuring the block
cache, we analyzed the memory usage and the impact on performance with different block
cache sizes by passing different values to the new LRUCache().
2.2.2 Benchmarking RocksDB with YCSB
• Purpose: To test and analyze the performance of RocksDB, we ran it on standard
benchmarking tool YCSB, since YCSB’s generates workloads that are considered close to
real-world ones. YCSB can generate queries with similar statistics for a given query type
ratio, KV-pair hotness distribution, and value size distribution as those in realistic
workloads [37].
• Method: We used YCSB as a benchmarking tool to evaluate RocksDB’s performance when
data resides on flash storage. Researchers usually consider the workloads generated by
YCSB to be close to real-world workloads. YCSB can generate queries with similar
statistics for a given query type ratio, KV-pair hotness distribution, and value size
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distribution as those in realistic workloads [37]. In this method, we focused on YCSB’s
workload A(50% Reads, 50% writes) with Zipfian distribution since it is an update intensive
workload. We have used RocksDB 6.2.2 in our analysis, the latest supported version in
YCSB’s Github project..
Since RocksDB is an embedded key-value store and we are benchmarking it with YCSB, we
can only track the memory usage for the YCSB process. We utilize the Linux utility ”ps”
which stands as an abbreviation for ”Process Status” to track the physical and virtual
memory utilization for a running YCSB process. We wrote the shell script A.2 to monitor
the memory usage by the YCSB process.
2.2.3 Virtual Machine Server
• Purpose: In cloud systems, one physical machine needs to host multiple Virtual Machines
(VMs) and large memory capacity may allows hosting more VMs with better efficiency.
Therefore, we tried to determine the correlation between memory capacity and
QEMU-KVM Virtual Machines performance through our experiments.
• Performance of RocksDB with VMs: Here, we evaluated the performance of RocksDB
when running its instances inside multiple virtual machines parallelly on a single VM server.
Also, we investigated the memory requirements of virtual machines in order to explore
opportunities to improve the performance of the application running inside it. We computed
the ”Normalized Average run time” for the RocksDB’s instances inside the multiple
virtual machines. For our work, we used the virtual machines with following sizes:
1. DRAM of 5GB
2. DRAM of 10GB
• Host Swap Space usage: Here, we would like to track the swap space usage by the
QEMU-KVM virtual machines, if there is no or limited memory available on the system for
running user processes. Initially, when the total swap space available on system was only
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8GB, we observed significantly less swap space by virtual machines even after the system’s
memory is exhausted. Hence, we increase our system’s swap space to 108GB to check if
more virtual machines can be created and accessed. We used the Linux utility ”VmSwap”
to find out the swap memory usage used by the QEMU-KVM process for each VM.
2.3 Experiments and Results
This section will discuss the experimental setup and results based on our methodology in the
previous chapter.
• System Specifications
1. CPU:Intel Xeon E-2174G, 3.8GHz, 8 cores
2. DRAM: 64GB
3. OS: Ubuntu 18.04, linux kernel 5.1.0
• SSD Specifications
1. SSD: KXG50ZNV512G NVMe TOSHIBA 512GB
2. Sequential read: upto 3000MB/sec, Sequential write: up to 2100MB/sec
2.3.1 Tracking Memory Usage in RocksDB
This section will demonstrate our results with memory tracking in RocksDB, while we tuned
RocksDB’s paramters responsible for memory usage. We also studied the variation in
performance of RocksDB with rise in memory usage.
• Workload Configuration to run YCSB on RocksDB:
1. YCSB Record size = 280 bytes(key = 24, value = 256)
No. of records = 100 Million, Workload = 50%Reads and 50% writes
2. Initial MemTable size = 128MB(default)
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3. Initial Block Cache size = 8MB(default)
• Tuning Memtable in RocksDB We change the size of MemTable by tuning the
parameter; write buffer size from RocksDB’s options file. Here, the block cache remains
unchanged when we tuned the MemTable.







Table 2.1 Memory usage with Increasing MemTable size
Table 2.1 show the physical and virtual memory usage in RocksDB for the different
MemTable sizes.
Figure 2.4 Memory tracking in RocksDB
Figure 2.4 shows the variation in virtual and physical memory usage by the YCSB’s java
process when tuned the MemTable size in the RocksDB options file. We observed that









Table 2.2 YCSB’s stress testing(run phase) with various MemTable sizes
Figure 2.5 YCSB’s Stress testing for RocksDB
Figure 2.5 demonstrates that runtime during stress test decreases with the MemTable size
of 12GB. However, runtime increases after MemTable of 16GB, and we tried to determine
the reason for this behavior in section 2.4.
• Tuning Block Cache in RocksDB: For experiments with tuning the block cache,
MemTable size was kept at 16GB, and we begin with a default block cache size of 8MB and
increase it up to 16GB, as we did not observe a significant change in memory usage beyond
16GB. Also, per our knowledge, 16GB is the generally maximum size of the block cache size
used for the Facebook’s production use cases such as MyRocks.
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Table 2.3 Memory usage with Increasing Block Cache size
Figure 2.6 Memory Usage in RocksDB
On increasing the block cache size in RocksDB, we observed the gradual increase in memory
usage by the YCSB’s java process after the block cache size of 4GB.







Table 2.4 Stress testing Runtime with various Block Cache sizes
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Figure 2.7 YCSB’s stress test phase for RocksDB
As seen in figure 2.6, When we tune the block cache in RocksDB, there was a rise in
physical and virtual memory usage by YCSB’s java process. The increase in memory usage
also improves the performance of RocksDB, which can be seen in figure 2.7. We did not
observe an improvement in RocksDB’s performance beyond the block cache size of 16GB.
2.3.2 RocksDB on each VM
The following system and YCSB’s workload configuration were used to generate results in
this section:
• One Physical VM Server
1. Intel Xeon E-2174G, 64GB DRAM
2. 8 - 108GB Swap Space on Hard disk drive
3. Disk Space for each VM = 20GB
• Two types of VM
1. VM with 5GB DRAM
2. VM with 10GB DRAM
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• Running YCSB on RocksDB in each VM
1. RocksDB’s MemTable size = 2GB
2. YCSB record size = 280 bytes(key = 24, value = 256)
No. of records = 20 Million, No. of threads = 4 Workload = 50%Reads and 50% writes




10 2161 up to 10x
Table 2.5 Average RunTime(secs) for RocksDB running in virtual machines
Figure 2.8 Normalized Average run time of YCSB-RocksDB instances within VMs
From figure 2.8, We can see that the average run time of workload increases with the VM
count. For VMs with 5GB DRAM, up to 12 VMs were successfully supported but could not
run applications on the 11th and 12th VM. For VMs with 10GB DRAM, up to 8 VMs were
supported; however, we could not run any application inside the 8th VM.
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Figure 2.9 Total Host’s swap space usage by VMs
From figure 2.9, the host’s swap space usage was increased after the number of virtual
machines exceeded the count of 5. Also, even with enough swap space of 108GB, we observe
that VMs may still fail to launch when the system’s memory has been exhausted for the
user processes. Hence, these results show that memory capacity is critical for VM server
and VMs performance.
2.4 Performance Debugging in RocksDB
From the results generated from the above experiments, we tried to find performance
bottlenecks in RocksDB using utilities provided in RocksDB.
2.4.1 Analyzing RocksDB statistics
RocksDB generates some statistics on persistent storage for analysis of its database operations.
In figure 2.5 , we see that run time was increased after MemTable size further from 12GB to
16GB. This analysis compared the statistics reported in the LOG file by RocksDB for MemTable
8GB and 16GB. Since the difference between run time with MemTable sizes of 8GB and 12GB is
not significant, it suffices to understand the pattern in RocksDB’s performance.
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Figure 2.10 RocksDB’s Statistics when running with MemTable of 8GB
If we compare the figure 2.10 and 2.11, we can see from L0− > L1 compactions- comp(sec)
are slow in RocksDB with MemTable size of 16GB. Also, read, write bandwidth with 16GB
MemTable is less than compared to 8GB MemTable. We are focusing on L0− > L1 because when
compacting L0− > L1, compaction includes all files from L1 and with all files from L1 getting
compacted with L0, compaction L1− > L2 cannot proceed; it need to wait for the L0-¿L1
compaction to finish.
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Figure 2.11 RocksDB’s Statistics when running with MemTable of 16GB
2.4.2 RocksDB Tuning Advisor
RocksDB’s project also provides the command-line tool to advise for tuning the RocksDB for
performance. Users need to provide the RocksDB’s LOG and options file as the inputs to the
tool. We use this tool to know the bottlenecks with our RocksDB’s configuration leading to a
higher run time when benchmarking RocksDB with YCSB. We used the tuning advisor following
the below steps, after running Rocksdb with a MemTable size of 16GB.
cd rocksdb/tools/advisor
python3 -m advisor.rule parser example –rules spec=advisor/rules.ini
–rocksdb options=/tmp/ycsb 16gb/OPTIONS-000015
–log files path prefix=/tmp/ycsb 16gb/LOG –stats dump period sec=20
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Figure 2.12 Output from Tuning Advisor
Figure 2.12 show that tuning advisor suggested to increase the size of Level
1(max bytes for level base) in RocksDB. Because smaller size of L1 slows down the write
bandwidth to L1, it eventually leads to slower compaction rate in RocksDB between L0− > L1
and L1− > L2.
2.5 Opportunities to Optimize Performance of RocksDB with current and
emerging NVMs
This section discussed the potential improvements and performance optimization
opportunities in RocksDB with Non-Volatile Memory devices.
• Tuning RocksDB
RocksDB provides several options that can be tuned for achieving better performance.
Here, we provide only a few options that can be configured for performance improvement in
RocksDB.
1. Format version in block table
One of the parameters in block-based table options in RocksDB’s options file is
format version. The default value of format version is 2. If the value is changed to 4, it
will significantly reduce the index block size, which frees more space in the block cache
[13]. This change would result in a better hit rate in block cache for data and filter
blocks.
2. Increase maximum number of subcompactions
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During the compaction process between two levels, by default, only one compaction
thread runs that merge files from level N with level N +1 (N = 0,1,2...). If we increase
the value of the maximum number of subcompactions for each level, the compaction
rate would be higher overall, which will improve the performance in RocksDB.
• Large Address space using Persistent memory
One type of non-volatile memory that is available through memory bus is Persistent
Memory (PM) such as Intel Optane ”data center” persistent memory. PM will be placed on
a memory bus like DRAM and can be accessed via processor loads and stores without the
interference of software [26]. As we can interpret from the above results, RocksDB utilizes a
large address space to deliver high performance. Although PM has higher latency than
DRAM, it can provide larger virtual address space to the applications.
• Reducing Write Amplification in RocksDB
The amount of data written to flash storage compared to the amount of data the
application wrote is known as Write Amplification. Although persistent memory can
provide lower latency and higher read/write bandwidth than SSD, but write amplification
due to the compaction among LSM tree levels would still be impacting the performance of
RocksDB and PM’s write endurance. Inspired from the works [32][12], moving the LSM tree
on PM can reduce the write amplification by separation of key and values on PM, where
values would be stored in separate log which can be a ring buffer or FIFO queue. With this
method, values doesn’t need to be written down to lower levels of LSM during the
compaction process that is responsible for write amplification in RocksDB’s LSM tree.
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CHAPTER 3. Reliability Optimization Opportunities in Persistent Memory
Systems
This chapter discusses the background and related work on evaluating the reliability support
provided by software developed for persistent memory systems. It also discusses our experimental
methodology to use the state of the art testing framework XFDetector [30] and reproduce the
bugs detected by it in the common PM systems. Finally, we will also present a few opportunities
for optimizing the reliability support for PM systems.
3.1 Literature Review
This section covered the background on reliability in Persistent Memory (PM) aware
applications in which we will introduce programming for PM systems and its challenges. We will
also discuss related work that developed the testing framework to identify the persistency bugs in
crash-consistent software for PM applications.
3.1.1 Persistent Memory Applications
The emergence of PM technologies such as 3D XPoint has led to an increase in applications
that can utilize PM because applications can manipulate data on PM directly. Since data on the
PM have to be crash recoverable, crash-consistency support need to be handled at application
level only.
3.1.2 Programming for Persistent Memory
Persistent Memory (PM) unifies the memory and storage functionality by levering fast,
byte-addressable, non-volatile memory technologies. PM technologies, such as Intel’s Optane DC
Persistent Memory [31], allows programs to manipulate the persistent data in memory via
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memory instructions directly. Thus, without OS interventions, applications can efficiently
leverage the PM system’s high performance.
However, it brings the challenge of efficient system support, that was generally the file
system’s responsibility in conventional systems. As persistent data is expected to be recoverable in
a crash, so PM systems have to provide support for crash-consistency at the application level [31].
This required lot of effort for the developers to create efficient data structures at application level.
Therefore, programming the persistent memory considered as challenging and prone to errors.
3.1.3 Testing crash-consistency in PM Applications
For the crash-consistency during execution, applications need to ensure durability and
ordering. In durability guarantee, it is enforced that data should reach the persistent medium
reliably. Ordering guarantees ensure to order persistent operations explicitly because hardware
can reorder instructions, so one writes must become persistent before another.
Figure 3.1 Prior works vs XFDetector [30]
3.1.4 Key Design Ideas for Cross-failure detection using XFDetector
The tool XFDetector, Xross-Failure Detector, traces PM operations in both pre- and
post-failure stages. Here, we explained the approach to determine data consistency to detect
cross-failure races and inject failures into the PM application to cover all cross failure interactions.
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1. Data consistency To guarantee the data consistency across the failure, we need to verify if
the data read by the post-failure stage is consistent. Data consistency depends on the
program’s manipulation of persistent data, so one needs to understand the data consistency
based on its execution.
2. Failure Injection Mechanism To detect the cross failure bugs, XFDetector injects
failures during the program execution to trigger the pre- and post-failure stages. One
observation was that updates to PM are not guaranteed to be persisted until explicitly
written back(e.g., using a persist barrier). The Program that writes back to the PM before
any future operations are known as the ordering point. As the updates before the
persist barrier can potentially be inconsistent, XFDetector injects a failure point to each of
the persist barriers and then test if the interactions across the failure are correct or not.
3.1.5 Modelling crash-consistency bugs as a Cross-failure Race using Intel Pin
As we mentioned earlier, existing works have focused on the correctness of the stage before
failure by detecting bugs. However, crash consistency relies on stages both before and after the
failure. This method holistically considers both pre- and post-failure execution stages. The
following are the three stages of this method, which will demonstrate the mechanism of failure
injection and bug detection together.
• Purpose: We surveyed earlier works to analyze the frameworks developed for evaluating
the crash-consistency guarantees in software for PM applications [31][29]. We observed that
these works focus only on the correctness of the stages before the failure. However,
crash-consistency relies on stages before and after the failure occurs. Hence, we studied the
work that defines cross failures interactions between the stages.
• Detection Procedure using Intel Pin The detection procedure consists of frontend that
injects failures and traces PM operations using the Intel Pin tool and a back-end that
detects bugs based on the traces. we will explain both parts below:
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1. Frontend: We utilize the Intel Pin tool to perform tracing and failure injection. In
this process, first, we locate all ordering points in the binary and then instruments the
binary with failure handlers before each ordering point. After instrumentation, the
frontend performs tracing and also failure injection during execution. On encountering
a failure point within the Region-of-Interest(RoI), XFDetector suspends the program,
creates a copy of the PM image(pool file on PM), and spawns its post-failure
execution. Then XFDetector generates another trace until it reaches its termination
point. This way, traces of both pre-failure and post-failure stages are collected.
Figure 3.2 Detection mechanism in XFDetector
2. Backend: In this stage, XFDetector uses the PM state to detect the cross-failure race
and consistency state to detect the cross-failure semantic bug. During the detection,
XFDetector replays the traces in order of pre-failure and post-failure. On detection of
cross-failure bug, XFDetector displays the program’s file name and line number of
reader(post-failure stage) and last writer(pre-failure stage) that causes the bug.
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3.2 Experiment Methodology
This section describes our software and hardware platform to evaluate the bugs reproduced
by XFDetector.
3.2.1 Evaluated System
We evaluated the XFDetector inside a virtual machine with emulated PM, where PM is
mounted with the DAX file system to bypass OS indirections. Installation steps for
XFDetector are available in B.2.
DRAM for VM 8GB
Guest OS Ubuntu 18.04, linux kernel 4.15
PM 4GB(Emulated), ext4-DAX
Tool Intel Pin 3.10(Tracing)
Libraries gcc-7.4, PMDK-1.6, ndctl-61.2
Table 3.1 Evaluated platform
3.2.2 Persistent Memory Emulation
For our experiments, we emulated the persistent memory using DRAM allocated for the
Virtual Machine(VM). Here, we introduce how we emulated the Persistent Memory block
device (PMEM) support on the Linux VM.
We followed the below steps to allocate the space for persistent memory in our virtual
machine:
• Create PMEM device for persistent memory
First we identified the available physical addresses using
dmesg — grep BIOS-e820
From the output of above command, we decided to allocate the space of 4GB for persistent




Save changes and execute
sudo update-grub
Then reboot the VM to make the changes take effect.After the restart, we see a new PMEM
device with directory /dev/pmem0 on using command
df -Th
• Create and Build a DAX-enabled file system
We created a mounting point with the name pmem
mkdir /mnt/pmem
We created an ext4 filesystem on /dev/pmem
mkfs.ext4 /dev/pmem0
mount -o dax /dev/pmem0 /mnt/pmem
Now, we were able to use persistent memory as a regular file directory.
3.3 Results
This section will demonstrate the results of Cross-failure bug detection in persistent memory
generated using the XFDetector tool. Later, we will also discuss some of the opportunities in
optimizing the reliability of persistent memory programs.
3.3.1 Synthetic Bugs reported by XFDetector
Synthetic bugs are the bugs introduced intentionally to show the proof-of concept for the bug
detection tool. This section will describe the crash-consistency bugs reported by the XFDetector
tool in various PM applications.
• Evaluation using PMDK Microbenchmarks: Following bugs were reproduced by
XFDetector in PMDK examples that were mainly missing protection by transaction while
updating data structures.
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1. Cross-failure Race in Btree:
(a) Data Structure not protected by transaction: This buggy patch removes the
transaction that back up the root field in the undo log.
Figure 3.3 Buggy Patch to detect cross-failure race [16]
Figure 3.4 Cross-failure race detected in Btree
Fig 3.4 shows the Cross-failure race detected by XFDetector on line 246 due to
missing TX ADD function that adds PM object to undo log for recovery purposes
during failure.
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(b) Data Structure not protected by a transaction: In this patch, object node is not
protected by transaction before it is updated.
Figure 3.5 Patch for detecting cross failure race [16]
Fig 3.5 shows the patch to detect another Cross-failure race due to missing
instruction to persist the data before it is updated.
Figure 3.6 Cross failure Bug detected by XFDetector
Above fig 3.6 shows the Cross-failure race detected at line 70 because of missing
TX ADD function to store the PM object in undo log.
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(c) In the following patch, TX ADD that backs up PM object node in undo log is
removed.
Figure 3.7 Btree cross failure race [16]
Figure 3.8 Cross failure Bug detected in Btree
Fig 3.8 shows the cross failure race detected in Btree at line 214(after the Patch is
applied) where post failure stage reads from non-persistent PM location written
during pre-failure stage.
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(d) The Following Patch in figure 3.9 removes the TX ADD FIELD that enforces
write-back on the PM object’s field.
Figure 3.9 Patch for detecting cross failure race in Btree
Figure 3.10 Cross failure bug detected in Btree
Fig 3.10 shows the cross failure race detected at line 164 in Btree.
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2. Cross-failure race in Ctree: Figure 3.11 shows the buggy patch in Ctree where
pmem obj tx add range function was removed which takes the snapshot of memory
block for object p.
Figure 3.11 Buggy patch in Ctree [16]
Figure 3.12 Cross-failure race detected in Ctree
Figure 3.12 shows the bug detected by XFDetector at line 225 after applying the buggy
path of 3.11.
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3. Cross-failure race in Rbtree:
Figure 3.13 Buggy Patch for detecting cross failure race [16]
Figure 3.13 shows the buggy patch in Rbtree where pmem obj tx add range function
was removed which takes the snapshot of memory block for object dst.
Figure 3.14 Cross-failure race detected in RBtree
Figure 3.14 shows the bug detected by XFDetector at line 234 after applying the buggy
path of 3.13.
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4. Cross-failure race in hashmap tx:
(a) In the following buggy patch, TX ADD FIELD transaction that is responsible for
protecting the value of count is removed. So, the pre-failure stage may not be
having a persisted value of count.
Figure 3.15 Buggy Patch for detecting cross-failure race in Hashmap [16]
Figure 3.16 Cross-failure race in Hashmap
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(b) In this buggy patch too, TX ADD FIELD transaction that is responsible for
protecting the value of next field is removed. So, the pre-failure stage may not be
having a persisted value of count, and the post-failure stage would be reading the
non-persisted value of field next.
Figure 3.17 Buggy Patch for detecting cross-failure race in Hashmap
Figure 3.18 Cross failure race in Hashmap
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5. Cross-failure semantic bugs in hashmap atomic:
(a) Following figure 3.19 is the buggy patch to show that post-failure stage reads from
an inconsistent version of the count dirty variable.
Figure 3.19 Buggy Patch for detecting bug in Hashmap atomic
Figure 3.20 Cross failure semantic bug detected in Hashmap atomic(line 498)
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(b) The following buggy patch in figure 3.21 was used to show that post failure reads
from inconsistent version of count.
Figure 3.21 Patch for detecting bug in Hashmap atomic
Figure 3.22 Cross failure semantic bug detected in Hashmap atomic(line 284)
(c) The buggy patch in figure 3.23 was introduced to show that post-failure stage
reads from inconsistent version of count.
Figure 3.23 Buggy Patch in Hashmap atomic [16]
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Figure 3.24 Cross-failure semantic bug detected in Hashmap atomic
3.3.2 Real Bugs reported by XFDetector
This section describes the bugs reproduced using the XFDetector in the real bugs detected in
two applications; Redis and PMDK’s Hashmap atomic.
• Cross failure race in Redis: The following code snippet from Redis(server.c) [28] shows
that the initialization procedure for num dict entries is not protected by a transaction.
Thus, a failure in the middle of the initialization process can lead to a cross-failure race. To
detect this issue, the source code of Redis was annotated(10 lines) using XFDetector’s APIs.
Figure 3.25 Inconsistent data in Redis-nvml
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Figure 3.26 Cross-failure race in Redis-nvml
Fig 3.26 shows the cross-failure race detected in Redis at line 4039 after applying the
XFDetector’s patch.
• Cross-failure race in PMDKs’ Hashmap atomic: These are the real bugs found by
XFDetector in Hashmap atomic.c:
1. Following code snippet that the seed value and hash fun a were not protected by
crash-consistency mechanism[23].
Figure 3.27 Non-persisted Data in Hashmap atomic.c:(132-138)
Following figure 3.28 shows the cross-failure race detected by XFDetector as
post-failure reads from invalid seed value and function pointers that were not
completely persisted to PM in pre-failure stage.
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Figure 3.28 Cross-failure race in Hashmap atomic
2. Following code snippet from hasmhmap atomic.c show that cross-failure race as
post failure stage can read from unmodified PM location(count) in the pre-failure stage.
Figure 3.29 Uninitialized PM location(count)
The Following figure 3.30 shows the bug detected by XFDetector where data was not
persisted after pre-failure stage.
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Figure 3.30 Cross-failure race in Hashmap atomic.c
3.4 Opportunities to Optimize Reliability in PM systems
• Automating the Process of Identifying Ordering Issues: Earlier works described
above require developers to annotate the source code and generate extensive test suites to
test PM applications thoroughly. Finding persistency bugs can be automated by identifying
application-independent patterns with missing or extra flush/fence instructions. Only
application-specific bugs such as transaction misuse while updating data structures cannot
be identified using this method.
• Symbolic execution to expand Path coverage: To cover all the possible executable
paths of the PM application, symbolic execution tools such as KLEE [21] can be useful. A
new tool can be built based on a symbolic model that can detect the persistency in the PM
application without accessing the underlying PM resources.
• Reducing run time overhead with Static Analysis: Dynamic Analysis tool such as
Intel Pin that is used for tracing in XFDetector causes high run time overhead, which leads
to high execution time for the detection tool. To reduce such overhead, static analysis tools
such as LLVM [8] are useful, where using LLVM’s module pass, we can iterate over all the
program’s functions and then iterate over store instructions to identify ordering issues in
PM application.
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CHAPTER 4. Conclusion and Future work
Key-value stores such as RocksDB [24], Memcached [34], Tao [20] leverages large DRAM to
achieve high throughput and low latency. Increasing DRAM may not improve performance
because of cell sizes, cost, DIMM slot availability, etc. Therefore, Researchers are working to
build systems that exploit emerging NVM technologies to minimize the performace and density
gap between memory and storage. However, the performance delivers by these systems to
applications still not near to the performance in DRAM systems. The performance analysis in 2
demonstrates the need for large DRAM for the key-value store RocksDB [24] to deliver high
performance to applications. The proposed opportunities based on emerging NVM technologies
can also bridge the performance gap between DRAM and persistent storage(SSDs/HDDs).
In the future, we would like to work on proposed opportunities in performance optimization in
RocksDB as described in chapter 2. Also, we intend to use the NVM as a caching layer for flash
SSDs, where recently accessed data would be on NVM, and old data can be flushed to flash
storage when the NVM is full in capacity. This can improve the performance of RocksDB and
reduce write amplification and write stalls.
Since programming for PM requires developers to know low-level primitives and PM libraries,
it is hard and prone to errors. Hence, efficient testing frameworks are necessary to evaluate
crash-consistency guarantees in software developed to leverage PM, such as optimized file
system(PMFS), Intel PMDK [11]. Reliability Analysis using cross-failure bug detection tool
XFDetector [30] in chapter 3 shows the bugs detected in PMDK’s microbenchmarks and
real-world applications such as Redis [28]. Since XFDetector used Intel Pin to trace the pre- and
post-failure stages, the tool incurs high overhead and also requires human effort to generate test
cases to find persistency bugs. Therefore, in the future, we would like to work on proposed
opportunities in 3 to improve the PM system’s reliability support.
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APPENDIX A. Source Codes
A.1 Enabling and configuring Block Cache in YCSB’s source code for
RocksDB
The following are code changes in RocksDB client for YCSB to configure the block cache:
Figure A.1 Block cache configuration
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A.2 Shell Scripts to track memory and swap space usage
Following scripts were used to track the memory usage for the YCSB process since RocksDB
is an embedded database and we benchmark it with YCSB.
Figure A.2 Shell script for Memory usage tracking through ”ps”
Following script was used to track the swap space usage along with the memory usage by the
QEMU-KVM Virtual Machine processes.
Figure A.3 Shell script for VMs swap space usage through ”VmSwap”
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A.3 RocksDB Options
Figure A.4 CF Options section for column family ”default”
A.4 Configuration of YCSB Workload
Figure A.5 Workload A(update heavy) for record size of 256 bytes
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APPENDIX B. Installation Procedures
This is now the same as any other chapter except that all sectioning levels below the chapter
level must begin with the *-form of a sectioning command.
B.1 Steps for running YCSB on RocksDB





Workload Statistics in YCSB:
Create the database with 100 million random inserted KV pairs of size 280 bytes each:
Load the data
./bin/ycsb load rocksdb -s -P workloads/workloada -p rocksdb.dir=/tmp/ycsb-rocksdb-data
-p rocksdb.optionsfile=ycsb-rocksdb-options.ini
Run the workload
./bin/ycsb run rocksdb -s -P workloads/workloada -p rocksdb.dir=/tmp/ycsb-rocksdb-data
-p rocksdb.optionsfile=ycsb-rocksdb-options.ini
• RocksDB configuration parameters
rocksdb.dir -(required) A path to folder to hold the RocksDB data files.
rocksdb.optionsfile- A path to RocksDB options file. Here the options file is present in
YCSB’s root directory where we running the workload.
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B.2 Installation of XFDetector
• git clone https://github.com/sihangliu/xfdetector.git
export PIN ROOT= /home/prakhar/data/xfdetector/pin-3.10
export PATH= $PATH:$PIN ROOT
export PMEM MMAP HINT=0x10000000000
make
PMEM MMAP is a debugging functionality from PMDK that maps PM to a predefined
virtual address. Proper execution of XFDetector requires that PMEM MMAP HINT,
PIN ROOT and PATH are set up.
B.3 Testing and Reproducing bugs using XFDetector
• PMDK’s Microbenchmarks: Before running the program, run the following commands:
export PIN ROOT= /home/prakhar/data/xfdetector/pin-3.10
export PATH= $PATH:$PIN ROOT
export PMEM MMAP HINT=0x10000000000
Following are the detailed steps to reproduce the bugs available in [16]
1. Reproducing bugs in PMDK examples: Follow the below steps to reproduced
bug in PMDK’s microbenchmarks:
From root directory of xfdetector:
cd xfdetector
Then, user need to run script run.sh with the following command:
./run.sh WORKLOAD INITSIZE TESTSIZE [PATCH], where
WORKLOAD is workload to test
INITSIZE is number of data insertions
TESTSIZE is number of additional data insertions when reproducing bugs with
XFDetector
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PATCH patch name that reproduces the bug
For example, Synthetic bug in btree with Patch btree race1.sh can be reproduced by
running:
./run.sh btree 5 5 race1
Similarly, other examples can be used to reproduce bugs by checking commands from
/xfdetector/runallPMDK.sh from xfdetector’s root.
2. Real Bug in Redis: Follow the below steps to reproduce the real bug in Redis:
User need to run script xfdetector/runRedis.sh
./runRedis.sh TESTSIZE
We use the TESTSIZE = 5 to reproduce the bug.
